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Urban Sport Fest announces a stellar lineup of commercial partners including
being broadcast live and exclusive on Fox Sports, available on Foxtel and Kayo.

Urban Sport Fest is delighted to announce the commercial partnerships secured for Australia's
first UCI BMX Freestyle World Cup, an Olympic Qualifier and 3-day Music Festival, including its
domestic live broadcast partner in Fox Sports, available on Foxtel and Kayo.

Over 150 of the world’s best competitors in UCI BMX Freestyle will gather at Gold Coast’s
Sports Precinct, at Carrara on Dec 9-11 to battle it out for the top points needed to secure
placements at the 2024 Paris Olympics.

Australia’s elite action-sport athletes, including Logan Martin and Natalya Diehm, will showcase
gravity-defying big air formats at the Auscycling World Class National BMX Freestyle park.

Our commercial partners who have shown massive enthusiasm in this inaugural sport and
music festival include:

Fox Sports, FIST Handwear, DriTimes, DIXXON, GoPro, Fund My Challenge, Red Bull and
Stadius.

The first-year partnerships are aimed at Urban Sport Fest and BMX Freestyle’s growing
audience as increasing advancements help to service and provide fans with new and unique
ways to enjoy one of the fastest growing Olympic sports in Australia.

The new relationships enable both Urban Sport Fest and the commercial partners to reach new
youth audiences who share similar passions and interests, while rewarding and engaging
existing fans and athletes with action entertainment through epic experiences, promotions,
competitions and content over the 3-day festival.



Urban Sport Fest Founder, Matt Burgess, said: “We are privileged and excited to deliver the
inaugural Urban Sport Fest with such a strong suite of commercial partners. These brands
recognise the phenomenal potential and increase of professionalism of our sports and how
intimately youth engage with entertainment when delivered authentically.”

“Our strategy is to grow each of the 3 entertainment pillars of Urban Sport Fest - sport, music,
and in 2023, we introduce gaming. Our partners have incredible products and services to offer
our fans and talent of each area and we cannot wait to work with them in delivering a
world-class experience for those onsite or online.”

Urban Sport Fest have still have partnership rights available and welcomes any conversations
with partners looking to get involved as it becomes the gateway to showcase the best of action
sports and entertainment in this market.

The UCI BMX Freestyle World Cup final will be broadcast live on Fox Sports, available on Foxtel
and Kayo. Kayo Freebies can be accessed by downloading the Kayo Sports app or visiting
www.kayosports.com.au/freebies and creating an account. Kayo Freebies are free with no credit
card details required.

Urban Sport Fest – LIVE and EXCLUSIVE coverage on Dec 11th – Broadcasting from 3:00pm –
6:00pm local time (QLD) on Fox Sports, available on Foxtel (FOX506) and Kayo.
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Please access the Media Room for logos, pics and releases. Tickets available at Urban Sport
Fest.
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